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Abstract

After a brief introduction on studies of real time change in general, we focus on the well-known variable of short (æ) in Danish. We study this variation in the speech of 43 speakers from Næstved and Copenhagen respectively. The 43 informants were recorded twice with an interval of around 20 years. They were at the time of the first recording between 25 and 40 years of age and may thus be classified as adults past the critical age for language change. The study shows that speakers do indeed change during their life span but that the changes are not predictable in the sense that some speakers show an increased
use of the innovative variant, while others show a decrease. The consequences for the apparent time hypothesis as well as for the Labovian model of linguistic change are discussed.

0 Introduction

The purpose of the LANCHART project is among other things to test the apparent time hypothesis by completing a large scale survey in real time. The apparent time hypothesis has been summarized by Milroy and Gordon as follows:

Differences across generations of speakers are interpreted as evidence of language change in accordance with the apparent time hypothesis. This principle maintains that people of different ages can be taken as representative of different times. Thus the speech of a 75-year-old of today represents the speech of an earlier period than does the speech of a 50-year-old or a 25-year-old. Comparing these three speakers synchronically allows the researcher to draw diachronic inferences about developments over the last 50 or so years. (2003, 35)
One of the presuppositions behind this thinking concerns the controversial critical age hypothesis, so central to the discussion of foreign language acquisition (the idea is celebrated in the classical Lenneberg 1967, cf. the interesting discussion in Chambers 1995, 84-101, and more recently Sankoff 2004).

Obviously, a key problem with the apparent time hypothesis is age-grading. Age-grading (Hockett 1950) refers to the hypothesis that certain speech features will be characteristic of certain age periods, and that speakers will adopt these age-delimited features for a time and then abandon them when they leave the specific age period.

A crucial question is when (socio)linguistic acquisition stops. If language acquisition is a life long ongoing process which never stops, the apparent time hypothesis would be doomed to be refuted at the outset since it would be impossible to know what the speech of the 25-year-old would be like in 25 years (Milroy and Gordon 2003, 36). Early in his career Labov stated his belief in the tenet that sociolinguistic structures are in place once the adolescence is finished, though it should be noted that elsewhere he discusses this tenet in the light of the character of the variable in question (Labov 1972, 133ff).
A thorough discussion of age-grading is found in Chambers 1995 (169-185). In connection to age-grading, Chambers also discusses the relative stability of the speech of adults:

For the stages of life beyond young adulthood, our best evidence indicates that once the features of the sociolect are established in the speech of young adults, under normal circumstances those features remain relatively stable for the rest of their lives. Even when linguistic changes take root in the speech of younger people in the same community, the older people usually remain impervious to it, or nearly so. That is perhaps a linguistic reflex of the conservatism that often accompanies aging, (…) but it is also a function of the slowing of the language-learning capability beyond the critical period. (1995, 184ff)

According to this, we would expect adult speakers to be relatively stable in their use of linguistic features.

It should be noted that no one disputes that movers (covering both geographical and social movers) may imitate features of the speech community which they wish to join, actually, those situations furnish the best evidence for the thesis since it has been shown, beginning with Payne’s study of the King of
Prussia condo in Philadelphia (Payne 1980), that such newcomers (in this case even children) do not acquire all of the system or only acquire it to a certain degree (cf. Chambers 1995, 86ff). For the same reason in this paper we shall only refer to informants who have not moved but rather have stayed all their life in the same place.

In Chambers 1995, Milroy and Gordon 2003 as elsewhere in the sociolinguistic literature, the apparent time hypothesis stands unrefuted. In recent years however evidence has begun to accumulate that informants may change during their life span (this is mainly due to the sustained work of Gillian Sankoff on this topic, cf. Sankoff 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 but also Nahkola and Saanilahtis 2004 paper is central). An interesting discussion of the consequences for the Labovian model of change (Labov 1994, 83) may be found in Meyerhoff 2006 (p. 127 ff.). In a new model Meyerhoff introduces a distinction between gradual and abrupt change, abrupt change being typically associated with age-grading whereas lifespan change (the novelty in the model) is gradual for the community and abrupt for the individual.

The resulting model is this:

---

1 It should be noted that Milroy and Gordon follow Labov’s lead in making the stability of adult sociolinguistic structures dependent on the type of variable: “Thus the basic assumption of the apparent-time hypothesis – that an individual’s speech remains stable throughout life – seems to be reasonably secure if we understand it to apply to particular types of features (those that do not attract social awareness) and to cover the course of one’s adult life only.” (Milroy and Gordon 2003:37)
We note that this has complicated the relationship between the synchronic patterns and the type of change since there are only two patterns but five types of change. This is due to the fact that in the synchronic patterns it is impossible in a principled way to tease out the individual and the community. This can only be done by performing a real time panel study. Thus in his discussion of the problem of apparent time versus real time in the 1994 volume, Labov concludes:

We thus have two firm bodies of evidence on the stability of phonological systems. One set, consisting of trend studies, shows that variables operating at high levels of social awareness are modified throughout a speaker’s lifetime, with consistent age-grading in the community. The other set, including

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Change</th>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Synchronic pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Stability – no change</td>
<td>Invariant</td>
<td>Invariant</td>
<td>Flat, no slope with age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Age-grading</td>
<td>Changes abruptly</td>
<td>Invariant</td>
<td>Steady increase/decrease with age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Lifespan change</td>
<td>Changes abruptly</td>
<td>Changes gradually</td>
<td>Steady increase/decrease with age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Generational change (change over ‘apparent time’)</td>
<td>Invariant</td>
<td>Changes gradually</td>
<td>Steady increase/decrease with age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Community-wide change</td>
<td>Changes abruptly</td>
<td>Changes abruptly</td>
<td>Flat, no slope with age</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Relationship between variation and change in the individual and the community, after Meyerhoff (2006: 144).
community, family and individual studies, shows that the phonological categories that underlie the surface variation remain stable. Between these two is a vast array of data concerning the phonetic realizations of vowel systems, which show quantitative and qualitative differences across generations. These indicate that generational change rather than communal change is the basic model for sound change. As the panel studies based on reinterviews of the same subjects proceed, we will be able to state with more certainty how much age-grading is present in these records. (1994, 111)

It is the purpose of the present paper to add to the “vast array of data concerning the phonetic realizations of vowel systems” in order to contribute to the investigation of the role of age-grading and real time change.

1. The LANCHART Panel study

In the following we report on a panel study re-interviewing 43 informants from two cities in Denmark, viz. the capital, Copenhagen, and Næstved, a regional centre situated almost 100 kilometres to the South of Copenhagen and thus by all measures within the dominance of the capital. The informants are 24
Copenhageners, all of whom participated in both the Copenhagen S1 study\(^2\) (which was carried out in 1986-1988, cf. Gregersen and Pedersen 1991) and the LANCHART S2 study in 2005-06 and 24 Næstveders of whom 19 participated in the Kristiansen S1 study in 1986-89 and 24 in the LANCHART S2 study from 2005-07. The informants have been selected so that there are six in each cell evenly distributed among the two genders and the two social classes which we work with, the Working Class (WC) and the Middle Class (MC). We did not fully succeed in filling out this table for the Næstved data set since we had too few of the original informants to choose from.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Copenhagen</th>
<th>Næstved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC F</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC F</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Number of informants in old (S1) and new (S2) studies, Copenhagen and Næstved, cf. the introduction to this volume.

1.1 The phonetic variable (æ) before alveolars and syllable boundaries

At the turn of the century, there was only one "a-sound" in Danish: a back low vowel [a]. During the first few decades of the 20th century, this [a] split into two contextually conditioned allophones: the original [a] before velars and

\(^2\) S1 refers to the first of the two panel studies in any study of real time change and similarly S2 to the second, cf. above chapter XX:XX
dorsals, and a fronted allophone [æ] before alveolars and syllable boundaries. This has since led to the emergence of two sociophonetic variables, front (æ) and back (α). This paper is concerned with the variation of (æ), which has a raised variant [ε] in addition to the majority variant [æ].

1.2 Classification of variants
The coding of the sociophonetic variables in the LANCHART project is carried out by having trained listeners classify tokens of the variables. Each variable has two primary variants, but coders are allowed to indicate when a variant is more extreme than either of the two primary variants, e.g. higher or lower than [ε] or [æ], and also whether they cannot determine if the variant is in between the two primary variants, e.g. a variant that is neither clearly [ε] nor clearly [æ].

Tokens are classified independently by two listeners and their classifications are compared to each other by a third listener. In cases of disagreement, the third listener decides which of the two classifications he or

---

3 This is somewhat simplified, since a preceding /r/ as well as an (underlying) /r/ in succeeding syllables complicates the phonetic conditioning, cf. Holmberg 1991 and Davidsen-Nielsen & Ørum 1978. However, this has been taken into account in the investigation of the variation that is the focus of this paper.
4 The transcription here is non-normalized IPA which differs from other expositions of Danish vowels in the use of the Cardinal Vowel symbols (cf. Grønnum (2005)). We use conventional parentheses to denote sociophonetic variables and square brackets to denote their phonetic realization. Note that both of the variables mentioned here are allophones of the morphophoneme [a] according to Basbøll (2005).
she agrees with. The coding has been carried out in two stages: A set of twelve informants were singled out for extensive coding of the entirety of the recordings they participated in, in the corpus. This subset is referred to as the Exploratory Corpus, and forms the basis for selection of passages for coding in the corpus proper. For these interviews, all tokens of each variable have been classified by the coders.

In the corpus proper, at least 40 tokens of each variable were singled out for classification by the group of coders. Otherwise the procedure is the same, with two listeners classifying the tokens independently and a third coder checking for agreement.

2 Results for the individual informants – do they change in real time?

2.1 Copenhagen

It is possible to test the null hypothesis for 43 of the informants, 24 Copenhageners and 19 in Næstved. Of the 24 Copenhageners, 6 change their distribution of variants significantly in real time (see table 3).

The results are intriguing. The first three informants in table 3 have significantly less [æ], i.e. they have in fact become categorical [æ]-users and thus they have simply lost a variant. But the last three informants change significantly in the opposite direction: they use more [e]s in the new recordings. The [e] variant, as mentioned above, certainly at least was a
socially significant and often stereotyped working class symbol but note that those who have shown an increase of [ɛ] all come from the Middle Class. The level of [ɛ] characteristic of the last informant in the table, an [ɛ]-percentage of 41 is simply not what the MC men are supposed to have. And yet both he and his brother (the second to last) have changed significantly from their S1 recording to their S2 recording.

One explanation might be if they had changed class affiliation from the S1 study to the S2 study, but that may be dismissed at once since they have both been academics for the whole period and the one that changes most significantly has even been promoted to a considerably higher post now than he had then. It might be a relevant explanation, however, for the WC man who changed significantly to becoming a categorical [æ] user. He has in fact changed class and is now no longer WC, if he ever was.

Finally to complicate things further: The MC woman who changed to becoming a categorical [æ] user is actually the sister of the woman who changed the other way. Thus, while the increases for the two male informants who are brothers, might have been interpreted as reflecting a tendency to revert later in life to speech patterns that were typical for the environment in

---

5 His family background was at the time of the S1 MC, but his own position was that of a musician out of job. Hence he was, correctly we believe, classified as WC at the time of S1. He is now obviously MC since he is an estate broker.
which the speaker grew up, the difference between the two sisters indicate that this cannot be a general tendency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Social class</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Direction of change</th>
<th>% [ε]</th>
<th>% [æ]</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>WC</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>WC</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The results of the six informants from Copenhagen who changed significantly. The recordings are sociolinguistic interviews. The test used here, and in the other calculations in the paper, is Fisher’s exact test, since the data are very unequally distributed among the cells of the table, which makes the $\chi^2$-test unsuitable. ** indicates $p < 0.05$, *** indicates $p < 0.005$.

2.2 Næstved

In the Næstved data set the $[\varepsilon]$ proportions are generally higher and we shall come back to this in the next section. For the moment we concentrate on the individuals and their possible change in real time. Of the 19 informants who have been recorded both in S1 and S2, we have 5 shifters. Thus, in these two
data sets, in total around a fourth of the informants do in fact change significantly in real time:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Social class</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Direction of change</th>
<th>% [ɛ]</th>
<th>% [æ]</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>WC</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>WC</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The results of the five Næstved informants who changed significantly in real time. The test used is Fisher’s exact test. ** indicates $p < 0.05$, *** indicates $p < 0.005$

It is noteworthy that all the five shifters from Næstved are males. Two of the five are from the WC and they shift upwards, i.e. towards using more [ɛ] in the S2 recordings whereas the three MC informants all change significantly towards using less [ɛ] (interestingly the opposite direction of their ‘classmates’ in Copenhagen). None of the speakers were or are now categorical [æ] speakers, again in contrast to the Copenhageners. Obviously, a division between the two classes invites us to speculate along the lines of class
determination but we shall postpone the discussion of this feature till the next section.

We note that we have now shown that adult individuals may in fact shift in their quantitative use of a socially salient variant of a well known variable in real time. Life span changes may be more common than we had thought before. Around a fourth of our informants shift significantly, some of them highly significantly. Neither in Copenhagen nor in Næstved is there any agreement as to the fate of the variant in question and thus the direction of change. We find shifts both upwards, towards using more [ε] variants, and downwards, towards using less [ε]. This leads us to think that the social salience of this variant is not the pertinent explanation for the shifts.

3 Change in real time - variation at group level

Looking at the individual variation gives us interesting results regarding the apparent time hypothesis. Looking at the variation at group level gives us another perspective on the variation, and makes it possible to hypothesize about the spread of the raised variant of (æ) across communities.

An important hypothesis in the LANCHART Project is that linguistic change in Danish primarily spreads from Copenhagen to other speech communities in the country. This is what is referred to as the standardization model (see Jensen, this volume, Kristiansen, this volume). If the use of raised
short (æ) represents a change in progress, according to this model we would expect:

1. that the use of raised (æ) is highest among the Copenhagen informants.

2. an increase in the use of the variant in both the Copenhagen and the Næstved speech community.

In the analyses below we will test these expectations on the data.

3.1 The overall picture

Overall, there is no significant change in use of the [ɛ] variant of short (æ) among the Copenhagen informants as a group (figure 1). They use approximately the same amount of [ɛ] in the Copenhagen S1 study and the S2 study. So, from this perspective, it looks as if nothing has happened in Copenhagen regarding the informants’ use of the variant. However, we know from the individual results above that there are indeed individuals who use different proportions of the variant in the two recordings. We will get back to the issue of the relationship between individual behaviour and group results below.
In Næstved, on the other hand, the difference between the old and the new recordings is statistically significant (p<0.005) and quite large. Actually, the amount of [ɛ] in the S1 recordings is almost double the amount of what we find in the new recordings (a drop from 20% to 12%). Thus, it seems that very different things are happening in the two communities.

Analysing the results in relation to the standardization model, several things are worth noting. First of all, the hypothesis that the Copenhagen informants would have a higher proportion of [ɛ] than the Næstved informants is not supported by the facts. On the contrary, the Næstved informants have a
much higher amount of the variant than the Copenhagen informants in the old recordings. This suggests another explanation: The S1 recordings must have been made when the use of the variant had already peaked in Copenhagen.

Secondly, in the new recordings, the amount of [ɛ] used by Copenhagen and Næstved informants is almost the same (9-12%) and not significantly different. This supports the latter interpretation above, namely that the use of the variant had already peaked in Copenhagen prior to the time when the S1 recordings were made. Since Næstved is, compared to Copenhagen and according to the standardization model, delayed in the processes of linguistic change, it is not surprising that the decrease in use is seen later in Næstved than in Copenhagen. We will go into more detail below as we analyse the data divided into subgroups.

3.2 Gender and socio-economic status

The data has been collected so as to represent different socio-economic backgrounds and gender equally (see Gregersen, this volume, for an introduction to the LANCHART project). Figure 2 shows the use of the [ɛ] among the Copenhagen informants, divided into subgroups based on socio-economic background and gender.
The amount of [e] is significantly higher among working class (WC) speakers than among middle class (MC) speakers in the old recordings (p<0.05), but higher among MC speakers than WC speakers in the new recordings (p<0.05). This is a result that merits a few comments. It has to do with the relationship between individuals and groups in analyses like these. Most of the MC speakers are, as we mentioned above in our study of the behaviour of individuals, not changing significantly from the first to the second recording. However, the difference between the old and new recordings of two of the MC male speakers is large enough to influence the MC group as a whole. This is in a sense problematic, but we see no way in which we can possibly solve this problem. Thus, we point to the fact that these two speakers have a very
important influence in this group, but we do not feel that we can leave them out of the analysis, or in other ways change their influence in the corpus.

As can also be seen from figure 2 the use of [ɛ] seems to be related to socio-economic background and not to gender, and this actually proves to be the case when we examine the results statistically. We find that in both the old and the new recordings, there are class differences, but neither in the old nor in the new recordings do we find statistically significant differences in the use of the [ɛ] variant related to gender. The lack of a gender distinction in Copenhagen might indicate that the variation is no longer a change in progress. If gender distinction is often seen in connection to changes in progress, a lack of distinction might be an indicator of stagnation.

Thus, in Copenhagen the use of [ɛ] seems at first glance to be related to socio-economic background, but the relationship changes to the opposite from the old to the new recordings. As we have seen, this is in fact due to the behaviour of two individuals. If we focus on the other MC informants, there is no statistically difference between the S1 and the S2, and no class difference in the S2.

In the Næstved data, on the other hand, the situation is quite different (figure 3). In both the old and the new recordings, there is a difference between male and female speakers with regard to the use of [ɛ], where men have a
higher proportion of [ɛ]. In the old recordings there is also a difference according to socio-economic background, where MC speakers use more [ɛ]’s than WC speakers.

![The Næstved [æ] values](image)

Fig 3: The Næstved [æ]-percentages for the subgroups.

In Næstved then, the frequent use of raised [ɛ] is characteristic of male speakers, whereas in Copenhagen there are no gender differences.

4 Comparing subgroups in the two communities

The interaction between gender, socio-economic background and geography becomes clearer when we view the results of the subgroups separately, and compare the two communities.
Figure 4 shows the amount of [e] among the MC male speakers in old and new recordings in both Copenhagen and Næstved. In the old recordings there is a huge difference between Copenhagen and Næstved speakers’ use of the variant, where Næstved MC male speakers use [e] three times more than the Copenhagen MC male speakers. In the new recordings however, there is no difference between Copenhagen and Næstved at all, which is mainly a consequence of the considerable decrease in use of the variant with the Næstved speakers.
The same pattern is seen when we turn to the MC female speakers (figure 5). In the old recordings the Næstved MC female speakers use four times as many [ɛ]’s as the Copenhagen speakers (p < 0.005), while they use the same amount of the variant in the new recordings. Thus, the pattern for the MC speakers is this: Twenty years ago the use of [ɛ] could be seen to be a Næstved phenomenon much more than a Copenhagen phenomenon, but in the new recordings the Næstved MC speakers have changed their use of the variant to
the same level as the Copenhagen speakers. This suggests an interpretation of the results along the same lines as given in section 3.1 above, namely that what used to be a new variant of short (æ) primarily gaining ground in Copenhagen speech, has not followed a development towards completion, but presumably peaked in Copenhagen speech prior to the time when the S1 recordings were carried out. This seems a reasonable interpretation of the MC data. However other explanations must be applied when we turn to the WC data.

Judging from figure 6, both Copenhagen and Næstved WC female speakers seem to show a decrease in their use of [ε], but the difference is not statistically significant. Furthermore, the Næstved WC female speakers seem to have a higher proportion than the Copenhagen WC female speakers both in

Fig. 6: The Copenhagen (grey) and Næstved (checkered) WC women compared, old and new recordings.
the old and in the new recordings, however these differences are not significant either. Thus, for the WC women, there are no differences between the two communities, and nothing has happened from the S1 to the S2 recordings regarding the use of [ε].

On the other hand, the pattern of parallel decrease seen from figure 6 is quite interesting, even though it not statistically significant. Instead of converging towards a common end point (as the MC speakers), the amounts of [ε] in the two groups seem show a parallel decrease. Since neither the S1 difference, nor the S2 difference is statistically significant, though, they can both be regarded as being the same distributions. This means, that whereas there was a difference between middle class women from Copenhagen and Næstved at the time of the original study, which has since disappeared, there never was a difference between the working class women of Copenhagen and Næstved in the time span covered by our recordings.

In this case then, comparing the results to the predictions based on the standardization model, we find that interpretation is not straightforward. According to the standardization model, the fact that there are no differences between the two communities of working class women either in the S1 study or in the S2 study, and no difference between S1 and S2 recordings of the same group, might be given two explanations. One possible explanation is that the speed of change is for some reason slower among the WC women, than
among other speakers. This seems unlikely though, unless it could be supported by data on e.g. a very low mobility of this subgroup so that they in particular would be more or less restricted to local communication. Another explanation might be that the development has come to a stop for these speakers, and that it already had so at the time of the S1 study. This also seems unlikely, since the WC women are not the group with the lowest amount of [ε], but if we view the results in relation to results from the other subgroups, we find interesting relations.

So far, the standardization model has, at least to some degree, been able to account for the patterns of variation we have analysed. The results of the WC male speakers, however, do not fit the model at all.

![Fig. 7: The Copenhagen (black) and Næstved (checkered) WC men compared, old and new recordings.](image-url)
The WC male speakers show a development where the Næstved speakers in both old and new recordings have a larger amount of [ɛ] than the Copenhagen speakers. This is not unexpected compared to the other results. Furthermore, like the WC female speakers, the WC male speakers do not significantly decrease their use of the variant from the old to the new recordings. Though Fig.7 shows an increase in the use of the raised variant this increase is not significant (the average [ɛ]% for the S1 is 16 while it rises to 20 in the S2, p=0.2934). The Copenhagen WC male speakers, however, agree with the general Copenhagen tendency to decrease the use of [ɛ] and this decrease is highly significant at the group level (p<0.005). Together these two developments result in a highly significant difference between the Copenhagen WC males and the Næstved WC males in the new recordings (p<0.005).

This pattern cannot be explained by the standardization model. The WC men in Næstved do not change in the direction predicted by the standardization model, in fact they do not change significantly at all, cf. fig.7 above. Furthermore, the difference between the Copenhagen and Næstved groups is - again contrary to the prediction - larger in the new recordings than in the old. Thus, the standardization model is not sufficient to account for all the patterns described here. It does, however, account for three out of four, which makes the WC men stand out as an exception from the general picture.
Why do the WC male speakers not live up to the predictions of the standardization model? It seems unlikely that they are just delayed compared to the other groups, and will change towards a smaller amount of [ɛ] at a point in the future. It is more likely that somehow the [ɛ] has acquired a regional social meaning in the Næstved speech community. The MC pattern clearly shows a development where the use of [ɛ] has changed from being quite specific to Næstved, to showing no difference at all between MC speakers from Næstved and Copenhagen. Instead, the WC male speakers from Næstved are now in the lead regarding the use of this former Copenhagen variant. This might also explain why the WC female speakers from Næstved have not decreased their use of the variant. The difference between men and women is still significant, due to the WC men using it more, which means that the women did not have to decrease their use in order to keep this difference. The results also suggest a kind of cross-over pattern, where use of this particular variant has changed from being typical for one subgroup to being typical for another when we compare the social classes in the two speech communities. According to standard interpretations this might indicate a change in the social meaning of the variant, so that in Næstved it now carries social meanings connoting working class maleness.

This admittedly speculative interpretation cannot, however, be verified with data on language use alone. In our opinion, an obvious way to test the
idea is by the use of highly controlled studies of language attitudes, where only one linguistic feature (in this case the [ɛ]) is the controlled factor varying between speech samples (Campbell-Kibler 2005, Plichta and Preston 2005).

5 Patterns of change

The analysis of the group results has yielded different patterns of variation and change. The first pattern – valid for the MC speakers in this study - is the convergence pattern where the two groups start at different points, but are converging towards a common target. The second one is the pattern for the WC female speakers, which we might call the constant level pattern. However we also mentioned a tendency for this group towards what we have labelled the parallel change pattern. Here, the groups start at similar points, and show a steady decrease. This pattern is only a tendency in the data and cannot be supported statistically, though. Finally, we have seen a sort of modified cross-over pattern that leads us to suspect that the social meaning of [ɛ] has changed in the period between the first and the second recordings at least for WC male speakers.

It should be noted that there are two preconditions for this interpretation to make sense. First, it is obvious that the speed of converging to Copenhagen speech must have increased from the S1 recordings to the S2. Otherwise it would not make sense that there is a difference between the Næstved and the
Copenhagen figures in the original studies. This difference must necessarily be interpreted as indicating a slower convergence to the (new) lower values in Copenhagen at the time of the S1 study. The Danish research tradition is unanimous in pointing to the [e] as being a Copenhagen (specifically a Copenhagen WC) shibboleth (cf. section 2 above) and this is the basis for the idea of an earlier peak in Copenhagen, a peak that was reflected in the higher figures for Næstved at the time of S1. This difference is not there any longer in the S2 figures (except for the WC males). That must indicate a higher speed of convergence. That the speed of convergence has risen in particular for the MC speakers might be interpreted, along the lines of regional dominance, to mean that the Næstved and Copenhagen MC speakers simply participate in the same speech community at the time of the S2 study.

The WC speakers do not, however, participate in the Copenhagen speech community, i.e. they do not participate in the general Næstved decrease of the use of the raised variant. This leaves them isolated with their high proportion of [ø]. The difference in the use of [ø], which was non-existent in the S1 recordings is now significant (p < 0.005). Since the women have decreased their use of the [ø] variant, the [ø] is at the time of S2 a significant variant in the Næstved speech community as such, distinguishing between the genders (p<0.005) with the traditional pattern of the MC women at one end and the WC men at the other. There is thus some evidence that the [ø] which
used to be a reliable social class marker in Copenhagen is now a gender variant in Næstved.

When Kristensen and Jørgensen carried out their study of adolescents in Næstved (Kristensen & Jørgensen 1994) at the time of the Kristiansen S1 study, they noted a prevalence of the raised short a-variant among the young working class men. This has apparently persisted and the generality of this feature for the WC males comes out in the results from the Kristiansen S1 and even more pronounced in the LANCHART S2. So, Næstved is indeed a separate speech community which celebrates the use of the raised a-variant to indicate maleness and WC-ness? The link from actual use of a variant to aspects of social meaning connected to it is certainly not straight-forward. In a recent paper Johnstone and Kiesling (2008) warn us not to fall prey to the intentional fallacy. In particular, by analyzing overt attitudes to Pittsburghese and the use of the same variable by Pittsburghers, they show in detail that signalling and use may be different things.

There are certain problems connected to the use of conscious, i.e. overt, language attitudes only (Kristiansen 2001, 2003, Maegaard 2005). However, it is obvious that we need other types of data to make more solid interpretations of social meaning connected to specific variants. In this particular connection, it should be noted that the signalling of maleness is done in so many other ways, the fundamental frequency for one, so that this cannot be the sole...
function of this use of a specific vowel quality and a specific percentage level of this vowel quality at that.

Actually, the data tell us only that a specific group of informants have a significantly higher level of use of one or the other feature, but in order to establish the nature of a particular variant’s social meaning we need independent evidence stemming from e.g. language attitudes studies which control for the (various levels of) use of this specific variant and which open the gates to unconscious attitudes as well as conscious ones (Kristiansen this volume, Maegaard 2007, Pharao & Kristiansen 2008, Labov 2008). Another way to approach the study of the social meaning potentials of a certain variant is by means of detailed interaction analysis (cf. Beck Nielsen, Fogtmann and Juel Jensen, this volume, Podesva 2007).

6. Discussion and conclusion

We have seen that around a fourth of the informants in this panel study of short (æ) in Danish shift their patterns of use significantly in real time. This happens even though they are adults, i.e. as a life span change. The change may not, however, be explained by the uniform agreement of the speech community to move in one direction since the speakers do not agree as to which direction their changes take.
Nothing in our data may help us to decide whether this change was abrupt for the individual as the Labov-Sankoff model predicts, or whether it was the outcome of a gradual accumulation of de- and increases respectively. Evidently, the Labov-Sankoff model is a model of change. Maybe it is not directly valid for variables which are constantly involved in variation without this leading to change at least in the period we have studied, i.e. 20+ years?

A possible explanation for the facts about the variation as to [æ]-variants in two Danish communities presented above is to point to the nature of the surrounding society. In a post modern society the previous markers may have lost their iconic value. What used – and there is no denying the fact that this was, until the 1960s at least, a marker of Copenhagen WC speech – to be a socially significant variant, the object of correction and ridicule, has now been adopted by Middle Class speakers of impeccable standing and with no particular WC identity except perhaps a WC family background as with the two brothers from Copenhagen. This could be taken as an indication that this variant is available for everyone to use and thus has no fixed social meaning.

But the results we have presented here are not random. The confusing fact is that the two communities are very different. In the Copenhagen community, the S2 results feature a highly significant difference between the WC males and the MC males. But the difference is that the MC men have
significant *more* of the raised variant previously supposed to be a symbol of the WC. In Næstved it is the opposite.

In Copenhagen the rise of the raised [ɛ] among the MC men has not only led to a difference inside the MC class between men and women (p < 0.005) but it has also led to a reintroduction of class in the pattern. In the S2 results the difference between the classes is significant (p < 0.05). So what in Næstved is demonstrably now only a gender variant (p<0.005) isolating the WC men with their high values, has in Copenhagen become a variant that in fact isolates the MC men from all other groups. Actually the Copenhagen S2 pattern reminds us suspiciously of the Næstved S1 pattern: the MC men have the highest value and this value is significantly higher than that of all the other groups. The only difference is the level of use which was much higher in the Næstved S1. If anything the Næstved S1 pattern might ‘explain’ the Copenhagen S2 pattern if we could only reverse the direction of dominance!

History may take us part of the way towards an understanding of the way [ɛ] is being used today. The history of this particular variant is so much still with us that it must have some influence on the current pattern of usage. Just as the 2nd person pronoun still retains some of its intimate flavour even when used as a generic pronoun (cf. Juel Jensen, this volume) so the raised variant of (æ) still retains some of its history as a Copenhagen WC variant while being used more generally and more widely by people who do not
belong to the Copenhagen WC (but rather to the Næstved WC or the Copenhagen MC). To all extents and purposes in Copenhagen this variable has lost its obvious interpretation as tied to a specific group which originally had the privilege of access to it, whereas in Næstved these historical privileges have been reasserted by the WC men while the MC men have given up their claim to it.
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